
Hurley 2nd v Holyport 2nd   3rd August 2019 Played at Hurley 

Innings of Hurley 2nd  

 

 Name How Out Bowler Runs 

1 Mike Walton† retired not out  39 

2 Yasir Gul ct Paul Edwards b  Saif Malik 5 

3 Raheem Dad 

 b  Saif Malik 5 

4 Fayyaz Kayani 

 b  Saif Malik 28 

5 Umar Zamman 

 b  Bill Crawford 12 

6 Scott Taylor 

 b  Fayaz Hussain 45 

7 Steve Taylor*  b  Ravindu Jayakodi 0 

8 Amaan Mahmood not out  37 

9 Liam Cole not out  2 

10 Hassan Gul did not bat   

11 Dave Walton did not bat   

Extras       b (6), lb (4), w (20), nb (4) 34 

Total 207 

Wickets  6 

Overs  47 

 

 Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

1 Ian Caskie  12 3 41 0 

2 Saif Malik 8 0 34 3 

3 Fayaz Hussain 12 2 61 1 

4 Bill Crawford 10 1 44 1 

5 Ravindu Jayakodi 5 0 17 1 
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Innings of Holyport 2nd  

 Name How Out Bowler Runs 

1 Paul Edwards* ct Scott Taylor b  Raheem Dad 64 

2 Archie Gadeke 

 b  Amaan Mahmood 18 

3 Dave Clark 

 b  Fayyaz Kayani 48 

4 Fayaz Hussain 

 b  Fayyaz Kayani 0 

5 Alistair Thompson† lbw b  Umar Zamman 2 

6 Ravindu Jayakodi 

 b  Fayyaz Kayani 0 

7 Ian Caskie  ct Raheem Dad b  Fayyaz Kayani 4 

8 Mike Griffiths not out  6 

9 Jim Dunn ct Umar Zamman b  Fayyaz Kayani 0 

10 Bill Crawford did not bat   

11 Saif Malik did not bat   

Extras       b (6), w (2), nb (1) 9 

Total 151 

Wickets  8 

Overs  43 

 

 Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

1 Fayyaz Kayani 10 4 20 5 

2 Umar Zamman 9 2 11 1 

3 Scott Taylor 4 0 17 0 

4 Amaan Mahmood 4 2 10 1 

5 Dave Walton 4 0 18 0 

6 Hassan Gul 4 0 31 0 

7 Liam Cole 4 0 18 0 

8 Raheem Dad 4 0 20 1 

 

Result: Match drawn 

For the second time this season, a controversial umpiring decision had a major impact on the result 

of the fixture between local rivals Holyport and Hurley. On a sultry day at Shepherds Lane, visiting 

skipper Paul Edwards called correctly and invited the hosts to bat first. Mike Walton and Yasir Gul 

opened the innings against Ian Caskie and Saif Malik. Caskie bowled his trademark out-swingers 

making scoring difficult but failing to make the batsmen play often enough. At the other end Saif 

Malik was quite erratic in his line but profited when Gul hung his bat out to nick a wide delivery to 

Edwards at slip (12-1). Raheem Dad could only make five runs before a rare straight delivery from 

Malik found the off stump. Fayaz Kayani (28) played in his usual hard-hitting style with two fours and 

a couple maximums in a stand of 43 for the third wicket. A rare defensive shot proved to be his 

downfall, pushing forward to Malik and edging the ball onto his off stump (67-3). Umar Zamman 
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looked in good form with three boundaries but was undone by the loopy slow medium pace of Billy 

Crawford, playing far too early and losing his middle stump. Scott Taylor came to the middle still 

looking for his first run of the season, an ironic cheer went up when he survived his first ball! It didn’t 

take Taylor long to get into his stride and show the from we all know he is capable of with some 

glorious cover drives to the boundary. At the other end Walton just kept plodding along and the pair 

added 41 for the fifth wicket. Walton’s marathon came to an end due to a hamstring-strain when 

responding to Taylor’s call for a sharp single in the thirty-third over. Skipper Steve Taylor’s miserable 

run of form continued, falling first ball to Jayakodi who ‘bowled’ well despite a suspect action. With 

Holyport disintegrating in the field faster than a piece of Australian sandpaper the best partnership 

of the innings came between Scott Taylor and Amaan Mahmood (37*) adding 68 for the sixth wicket 

before Taylor (45) fell to Hussain in the penultimate over. Liam Cole (2*) joined Mahmood and 

insured Hurley reached maximum batting points finishing on 207 for 6. 

In reply, Holyport showed little interest in chasing down the target with Edwards and Gadeke intent 

on survival against Kayani and Zamman. The score had reached 34 after fifteen overs when 

Mahmood replaced Zamman at the River End and struck with his first delivery to remove the leg bail 

and send Gadeke (18) back to the shed. After four overs for seventeen, Scott Taylor was replaced by 

Dave Walton who should have claimed the wicket of Dave Clark, clearly short if his ground when the 

keeper removed the bails, only for the square leg umpire to rule otherwise. This proved to be a 

pivotal point of the match as Clark went on to make 48 in a partnership of 103 with Edwards. Hurley 

tried all their bowling options to try and make a breakthrough, without success. With ten overs 

remaining and the required rate over seven per over, Kayani returned to claim the wickets of Clark 

and Hussain. The next over saw Edwards (64) caught by Scott Taylor off Dad and Hurley sensed a 

chance of victory with six wickets needed from five overs. Kayani’s pace proved too hot to handle for 

Jayakodi and when Zamman trapped Thompson leg before in the next over, an exciting finish was in 

store with three overs remaining. Caskie and Griffiths managed to survive until the final over before 

Kayani struck again with the last two deliveries of the innings, having Caskie caught at gully by Dad 

and Dunn at point by Zamman. Holyport finished on 151 for 8 leaving Hurley wondering what might 

have been. 


